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„CurtainCall“








open-air show between contemporary circus and movement theater.

René Magritte’s “The Lovers” meet Christo’s monumental Aesthetic

Two internationally renowned artists conquer an impressive scenery with an exciting mixture of narrative forms.

Their oversized curtain transforms the surroundings into an open-air theater: a city park, a marketplace, a riverbank become the stage set and the viewers are seduced to rediscover the familiar.

A wide variety of circus techniques, such as acrobatics on the Swinging Trapeze and Chinese Pole, provide the vocabulary for a contemporary metaphorical language and always provide moments of wonder and forgetting of all worries.

Live music mixes with modern electronic sounds: a saxophone plays the soundtrack for a vertical dance on a rope ladder at a dizzying height.

The artists manipulate the versatile setting in elegant choreographies, creating constantly changing perspectives and surprising situations.

Experience great entertainment for a large audience of any age!

 

Duration: 30 minutes
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Creative Team

Idea and Concept: Lisa Rinne &Andreas Bartl

Costume Design: Anastasia Lotikova

Music Composition: Michael Strobel

Stage Design: Sascha Hinz

Video: Dirk Weiler
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